The small momenta limit of lattice colour dielectric effective action with non-unitary link variables in the SU (3) c case is considered. We obtain an effective Lagrangian which contains a coarse-grained gluon field, a massive colour singlet vector field, and a set of colour singlet and octet symmetric tensor fields constructed from first order derivatives of a massless vector field. In contradistinction from other approaches we do not obtain scalar colour dielectric fields directly, however they can be introduced as traces of the tensor fields.
Introduction
At present there are several theoretical approaches to hadron physics at low energies. The lattice QCD provides a microscopic, ab initio approach. Another class of approaches is based on effective models in continuum spacetime which are meant to give main features of the hadron spectrum within relatively simple formalism -the bag model or the skyrmion model are the examples.
Friedberg and Lee [1] proposed an effective model with dynamical nonAbelian gauge fields, which are interpreted as small momentum components of the original gluon fields of QCD. The model also involves a colour singlet scalar field coupled to the gauge fields. Its role is to mimic effects of quantum fluctuations of the gluon fields with momenta larger than or of the order of confinement scale. The model has been refined and succesfully applied in the context of quark bag model. For review, references and examples of recent applications see, e.g., [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] . The model is particularly interesting because of the presence of non-Abelian gauge fields -one can investigate the low momentum glue component of hadrons.
Long time ago it has been noticed by Nielsen and Patkos [6] that the Friedberg-Lee model 1 arises naturally within QCD framework when one considers dynamics of gluon fields averaged over a small space-time cell. In 1984 Mack [7] introduced a lattice version of the colour dielectric model. Later on, in a series of papers, see [8] , [9] , [10] and references therein, Pirner and collaborators calculated an effective lattice action for the lattice gluon fields averaged over several links. Such lattice colour dielectric models were studied by usual lattice techniques, essentially in the strong coupling regime. Recent presentation of the idea of the lattice colour dielectric model and related results on 2+1 dimensional Yang-Mills theory can be found in [11] . The lattice investigations have shown that several new fields appear apart from the averaged gluon fields, not just the colour singlet scalar field. In SU(2) c case four fields appear, while in SU(3) c case there is a massive colourless vector field, and four matrix fields in the form of Hermitean, 3 × 3, positive definite matrices. These lattice results suggest that the gluonic sector of the Friedberg-Lee model should be modified accordingly. In the present note we take a step in this direction. 1 We call it also the continuum colour dielectric model. We discuss the small momenta limit of the gluonic part of the lattice colour dielectric action. In this limit the continuum space-time description is the most appropriate one. Our goal is to find the corresponding field theoretical model. Obtained in this way gluonic effective Lagrangian for fields on Euclidean continuum space-time is distinguished by its close connection with the lattice QCD. The small momenta limit of the lattice SU(3) c colour dielectric model was already considered in [10] . Strong simplifying assumptions were adopted. They reduced the whole set of additional fields to a single scalar field and the massive vector field, both of them colour singlets. The main problems with keeping more fields were: (i) to find the continuum fields corresponding to the lattice colour dielectric fields, (ii) to ensure the SO(4) invariance of the Euclidean continuum action.
In the present paper we propose solutions to these problems. With the help of certain field transformation we find continuum counterparts for the lattice colour dielectric fields. It turns out that in the SU(3) c case the averaged, or coarse-grained, gluon field is accompanied by a rank two symmetric tensor field constructed from certain massless vector field. Also the colour singlet massive vector field found already in [10] is present. The tensor field can be decomposed into a scalar and symmetric traceless parts. In this sense our extended colour dielectric model includes the scalar colour dielectric field present in other versions of the model. In order to ensure the SO(4) invariance we introduce averaging over all SO(4) orientations of the lattice.
The layout of our paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe the basic ingredients of the lattice colour dielectric model. In Section 3 we present the field transformation and we propose continuum fields corresponding to the lattice colour dielectric fields. Action functional of the lattice model and its continuum counterpart are discussed in Section 4. In Section 5 we have collected several remarks related to our work. The Appendix contains mathematical results pertinent to the averaging over the SO(4) group.
The lattice colour dielectric model
The lattice colour dielectric model can be described as a lattice gauge theory in which the standard unitary link variables U k (x) ∈ SU(3) c are replaced by more general 3 by 3 matrices [7] 
Here x denotes sites, and k = 1, 2, 3, 4 enumerates positive directions of links of the four dimensional hypercubic lattice in the Euclidean space-time M. In papers [7, 8] the effective non-unitary link variables Φ k (x) are introduced as weighted sums of products of "microscopic" unitary link variables, defined on another lattice, finer (smaller grid) than the one introduced above. A "blocking" procedure leads from the original lattice QCD defined on the fine lattice to the colour dielectric model on the coarser lattice. The coarse lattice link length b is a multiple of the length of the microscopic link. The corresponding weight function is normalised so that a matrix norm of Φ k (x) is not greater than 1. Upon inversion of the direction of the link [7] Φ
In this formula e k is the unit four-vector (i.e. versor) for the link k, and −k denotes the link obtained from the link k by reversing its orientation. The −k link begins at the point x + be k and ends at the point x. Under the SU(3) c gauge transformations the effective link variables Φ k (x) transform in the usual manner,
where ω ∈ SU(3) c . From the point of view of the continuum QCD these gauge transformations are the coarse-grained ones, that is the gauge function ω is approximately constant over distances smaller than a fraction of b. Action functional of the lattice colour dielectric model S[Φ] is built of gauge invariant products of Φ's. One of ideas underlying the colour dielectric model is that if the effective lattice link length b is large enough, then the vacuum value of Φ k vanishes. We will discuss the action functional in Section 4. Before that, in Section 3 we analyse field content of the model in the small momenta limit.
Following the previous approaches we start our analysis of the field content of the lattice colour dielectric model by so called polar decomposition of the matrices Φ k (x),
Here V k (x) is a matrix of SU(3) type,χ k (x) is a positive definite, 3 by 3 Hermitean matrix, and θ k (x) is a real number.
In order to satisfy the constraint (2) we assume that
Property (5) ensures that in the small momenta limit V k can be related in the standard manner to a traceless, Hermitean gauge fieldÂ µ on M
where the exponentÂ k (x) is regarded as the projection of the continuum gauge fieldÂ µ (x) on the link four-vector be k pointing in the direction k at the site x, that isÂ
The Greek indices refer to the continuum Euclidean space-time M in which the original ("fine grid") as well as the coarser lattices are constructed. Thê
This interpretation of V k , θ k implies that they are scalars with respect to the SO(4) rotations in M. The non-unitary link variables Φ k (x) are SO(4) scalars too, because they are defined as the weighted sums of products of the microscopic link variables of the original QCD which -being projections of the original microscopic gauge field onto the link four-vectors of the initial fine grid lattice (the corresponding formulas are analogous to formulas (9), (10) above) -are SO(4) scalars. Because Φ k , V k , θ k in formula (4) are SO(4) scalars, it follows that alsoχ k are scalars with respect to SO(4). It is assumed that V k transforms as the SU (3) c gauge field -formula analogous to (3) -and that θ k is invariant. Then, it follows from (4) thatχ k belongs to the adjoint representation of SU (3) 
In the SU(2) c case the θ k field is absent and each matrixχ k (x) is replaced by a nonnegative number χ k (x) from the interval [0,1], see [9] . χ k is invariant under the SU(2) c gauge transformations.
The field transformation
We are interested in the small momenta sector of the lattice colour dielectric model. Specifically, we would like to obtain the continuum space-time formulation of the model in that sector. The main problem is to find the continuum counterpart of the lattice fieldχ k (x). The properties of this field are rather puzzling. By constructionχ k (x) has been defined on the links, like the lattice gauge fields, but it cannot be related to a gauge field on M because in that case the gauge transformation law would have to be of the form (3), and not (11) which is typical for a matter field defined on sites of the lattice.
Our main observation is that there exists field transformation relating theχ k (x) fields to a Hermitean vector fieldB k (x) located on the sites of the lattice. By assumption, this new field has the following SU(3) c gauge transformationB
Let us introduce the lattice version of the gauge-covariant derivative
The field transformation has the following form
(no summation over k), where G(·) denotes a matrix function discussed below. Formula (14) is consistent with properties (7) and (11) . Formulas (12-14) imply the transformation law (11) forχ k (x) fields in an obvious way. In order to check relation (7) it is sufficient to notice that
and
. Relation (15) follows from the assumption thatB k is a projection of a continuum vector fieldB ν (x) on the link fourvector, see formula (20) below.
The function G(·) cannot be chosen completely freely. First, it should transform Hermitean matrix into Hermitean one, hence coefficients of its Taylor expansion should be real numbers. Moreover, its values should be positive definite matrices with the matrix norm bounded by 1. In the colour dielectric models, classical vacuum value of theχ k (x) fields is expected to vanish. If we require that also the vacuum value of D kBk (x) vanishes, we may take
we may neglect the higher powers of ξ, and then
(c 0 has been removed by rescalingB k (x)). Below we shall use the formula (18). Now, let us turn to the small momenta limit. The lattice field V k (x), formula (8) , is associated with the exponential
path ordered along the straightline segment [x, x + be k ] in the continuum space-time M. HereÂ µ (y) is the coarse-grained gauge field defined in the Euclidean continuum space-time M. It is regarded as a continuous function of y almost constant on the distance b or smaller. Our definitions imply that the continuum SU(3) c gauge transformation law has the form
B k (x) in the small momenta sector is regarded as projections on the lattice four-vectorsB
of the vector fieldB ν (x) defined on M and almost constant on distances b or smaller. The lattice covariant derivative D k is interpreted as
where D µ is the covariant derivative of fields on the continuum space-time M; b has been introduced in order to give D µ andB ν the traditional dimension cm −1 . Then,
where
is the covariant derivative in the continuum space-time M. D µBν reduces to the ordinary derivative for a colour singlet component ofB ν , while for an octet componentB ν (x) it is the usual gauge-covariant derivative. Hence, in the small momenta limit
This formula implies that D k B k depends only on the symmetric part of
It is obvious that under the SU(3) c gauge transformationŝ
(no summation over k).
In our formalism the fieldB µ appears only through the symmetrized covariant derivatives, that is throughĜ µν . Therefore, in all calculations in the present paper we may use just theĜ µν (x) field. Nevertheless, one should remember that the basic dynamical field in the small momenta limit is thê B µ field. This makes difference when, for example, one would like to derive field equations 2 .
Ĝ µν can be decomposed into two parts which are irreducible with respect to SO(4),Ĝ
where (ĝ µν ) has vanishing trace,ĝ µµ = 0. Then,
(no summation over k). Furthermore,σ andĝ µν can be split into the colour singlet and octet parts,
where λ a are the Gell-Mann matrices. σ, σ a , g µν and g a µν are real due to hermicity ofĜ µν .
In the SU(2) c case only the colour singlet part G µν = σ(x)δ µν + g µν (x) is present.
The action functional
The action functional S[Φ] of the lattice colour dielectric model is assumed to be invariant with respect to the SU(3) c gauge transformations.
The action defines the effective quantum lattice gauge theory with the matrix quantum variables Φ k (x). The functional integration measure is given by x,k dΦ k (x). In principle, the precise form of the colour dielectric action should be derived from the underlying lattice QCD, but in practice its form is assumed and unknown parameters are fitted like in other effective models, see [11] for a lucid discussion of this point. The terms with higher powers of Φ k are expected to be less important because the matrix norm of Φ k is less than 1. For instance, keeping only quadratic, cubic and quartic terms we may write the following general formula [10] 
where β, m 2 , γ, λ 1 , λ 2 are real constants. The role of the ReDet term is to break local U(3) invariance of the T r terms, so that the remaining continuous gauge symmetry is just the local SU(3) c group.
Formula (26) has the shortcoming: it does not guarantee that the vacuum value of Φ k vanishes. In this sense the action (26) is too general. We would like to propose another action which is distinguished by the fact that it is positive definite and has minimum for Φ k = 0, namely
where γ > 0 is a constant, k, l = 1, ..., 4. Ψ k,l (x) is a gauge covariant polynomial in Φ k (x), that is under the SU(3) c gauge transformations
For example, we may take
where α 1 is a constant. The cubic term in formula (28) corresponds to a path of length 3b connecting the points x and x + be k . Let us introduce the following notationĥ
Addingχ k (x) −χ k (x) on the r.h.s. of formula (29) we obtain formulâ
We also use definition of field strengthF kl of the lattice gauge field
Similarly, we define f kl
Using this notation we may write
where I denotes the 3 by 3 unit matrix. The factor exp(iθ k (x))V k (x) cancels out in the products Ψ † Ψ. It is clear that if the constant α 1 is not too large, all Ψ k,l vanish only when allχ k vanish -this ensures that the action S 1 has the absolute minimum for Φ k = 0.
In the small momenta limitF kl and f kl are regarded as projections on the lattice four-vectors of the corresponding tensors in the continuum space-time,
as follows from formula (24) and the Leibniz rule for covariant derivative of a product. In the small momenta limit, the first nontrivial approximation to the expression in the square bracket on the r.h.s. of formula (33) has the form
where nowχ k (x),F kl and D kχl (x) are given by (24), (34) and (35), respectively. The ImDet term gives
For
gives a mass term for the vector field Θ µ (x).
Inserting formulas (36), (37) on the r.h.s. of formula (27) There is an important point yet to be discussed: the action
is not SO(4) invariant. To solve this problem, we notice the following. The lattice versors e k , k = 1...4, form an orthonormal basis in the Euclidean space-time M. Its choice does not have any physical meaning and it can be arbitrary -the lattice can have any orientation with respect to a "laboratory" reference frame in M. Nevertheless, such a choice and the subsequent lattice formulation break the SO(4) invariance. In order to restore it one may integrate over all SO(4) orientations of the basis. Formally, this can be achieved by modifying the action (27): we precede each of the two terms in it by normalised to unity Haar integral SO(4) dO over the SO(4) group, and we interpret the versors e k as (4) transformations of the index µ which refers to the space-time "laboratory" reference frame. For example, the term quadratic inχ k (x) acquires the form
is invariant under simultaneous SO(4) transformations of all its indices. It follows that η is equal to a sum of products of Kronecker deltas δ µ i µ j , where i, j = 1...8. Because the SO(4) integral of a product of odd number of the matrix elements O µν vanishes (see the Appendix), the T r term in the action S 1 [Â, Θ,Ĝ] simplifies a little bit (some cross terms vanish), and the action functional S 1 [Â µ , Θ µ ,Ĝ µν ] in the small momenta limit has the form
where θ k (x),χ k , D lχk ,F kl and f kl are given by formulas (10), (24), (35) and (34), correspondingly. The action becomes much simpler if we restrict it to the SO(4) scalar sector ofĜ µν only, that is if we put
In this case formula (24) giveŝ
and the action S 1 reduces to
In the general case however one has to deal with the integrals of the type Unfortunately, the number of factors, equal to n + m, is rather large. For example, in the case of the termχ lχk (F kl + f kl I)χ 2 l (F kl + f kl I)χ kχl present in formula (38) we have m = 10, n = 18. Upon the integration this leads to an expression built of products of Kronecker deltas with permuted indices µ i , ν j . It is easy to estimate that in the case of the above mentioned term the number of such permutations is greater than 10 24 . Many of them lead to identical terms in the action, nevertheless it is clear that the formula for the action would be rather lengthy. For this reason we prefer formula (38) for the action with the SO(4) integrals. In the present paper we are concerned with understanding the small momenta limit, and not with possible phenomenological applications of the obtained effective action. In the latter case the integrals have to calculated explicitly, but in special symmetric cases there might occur significant simplifications.
Parallel results for SU(2) c case are obtained by abandoning the massive vector field Θ µ (x) and the colour octet part ofĜ µν (x). In this case the ImDet term is not needed, so it should be abandoned too.
Remarks
for any O 1 ∈ SO(4).
In particular, in the formula above one may take O 1 = −I, where I is the 4 by 4 unit matrix. Then, it immediately follows that the integral of a product of odd number of the components of the versors, that is of
The integral
can in principle be calculated in the following manner. First, we introduce the generating functions
where u, v are two independent four-vectors, and k, l = 1, 2, 3, 4. It is clear that derivatives of F k,l with respect to u µ , v ν taken at u = v = 0 generate the integrals we are interested in. Due to the invariance of the measure, F k,l is invariant with respect to the SO(4) rotations. Therefore, it is a function of the variables s = u 2 , t = v 2 , y = uv only, where uv is the Euclidean scalar product. Now, let us take the derivatives ∂ 2 /∂u µ ∂v µ (summation over µ) of the both sides of the formula F k,l (s, t, y) = SO (4) dO exp(e k Ou) exp(e l Ov).
The right hand side gives e k e l F k,l , which is equal to δ kl F k,l , while the left hand side can be expressed by derivatives with respect to s, t, y. We obtain the relation 4y ∂ 2 F k,l ∂s∂t + 2t 
We do not need to solve these equations because we are looking for finite order derivatives of the generating functions at u = v = 0 only. They can be calculated algebraically, by differentiating the equations above with respect to s, t, y and putting s = t = y = 0 afterwards. For example, just putting s = t = y = 0 gives dO O kµ O lν = 1 4 δ µν δ kl .
Next, taking first order derivatives of Eqs.(41, 42, 43) we can compute second order derivatives, etc. For example, taking derivative of Eq.(42) with respect to s and putting s = t = y = 0 we find that ∂ 2 F kl /∂s∂s(0, 0, 0) = 1/96. This derivative suffices in order to obtain the formula SO(4) dO O kµ O kν O kρ O kλ = 1 24 (δ µν δ ρλ + δ µλ δ ρν + δ µρ δ λν ) (no summation over k).
Unfortunately, in our case we need derivatives up to the fourteenth order. In principle they can be calculated with the help of computer.
